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A compact instrument consisting of a distributed feedback laser (DFB) at 1.65𝜇m was developed as a light source for gas sensing
systems using tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) technique. The wavelength of laser is tuned by adjusting
the laser working temperature and injection current, which are performed by self-developed temperature controller and current
modulator respectively. Stability test shows the fluctuation of the laser temperature is within the range of ±0.02∘C. For gas detection
experiments, the wavelength is tuned around the gas absorption line by adjusting laser temperature and is then shifted periodically
to scan across the absorption line by the laser current modulator, which generates a 10Hz saw wave signal. In addition, the current
modulator is able to generate sine wave signal for gas sensing systems using wavelengthmodulation spectroscopy (WMS) technique
involving extraction of harmonic signals. The spectrum test proves good stability that the spectrum was measured 6 times every 10
minutes at the constant temperature and current condition.This standalone instrument can be applied as a light source for detection
systems of different gases by integrating lasers at corresponding wavelength.

1. Introduction

Monitoring specific gases, such as methane (CH
4
), carbon

monoxide (CO), and carbon dioxide (CO
2
), are indispens-

able in many fields [1–4]. Methane, for instance, is not only
the second significant greenhouse gas [5], but also a hazard
gas in coalmines for causing explosion [6]. Existing gas sens-
ing technologies generally include optical absorption, elec-
trochemical, semiconductor, and catalyst combustion [7–10].
Optical absorption technique generally has the advantages
including sensitive species-specific detection, quick response,
and nonintrusive nature [11]. TDLAS is an efficient spectro-
scopic tool for gas detection. It offers a promising solution
to gas concentration and temperature detections based on a
significant property of tunable diode laser; that is, the wave-
length can be shifted by changing the laser’s driving condi-
tions. In TDLAS systems, DFB lasers and quantum cascaded
(QC) lasers are frequently applied as light sources for excel-
lent spectroscopic characteristics like wide tuning range and
narrow spectral line width [12, 13]. DFB laser, which is a type

of diode laser, is widely deployed inmany applications includ-
ing the near-infrared (NIR) gas sensing systems. Compared
to QC lasers, DFB lasers are normally coupled with optical
fibers that are suitable for long-distance detection and multi-
point detection applications. DFB lasers also normally have
lower cost and power consumption than QC lasers. Along
with the lasers, commercial instruments including tempera-
ture controller, digital signal generator, and laser drivers are
normally implemented to effectively control the laser wave-
length [14–16]. However, the drawbacks of the commercial
instruments are known as expensive, complex, and large-size.
Therefore, it is essential to develop a specialized DFB driving
instrument as a standalone light source to satisfy the require-
ments of experiments and overcome the problems.

In this paper, a self-developed instrument integrating a
DFB laser at 1.65 𝜇m is proposed. Inside the instrument, the
laser temperature controller and currentmodulator are devel-
oped and integrated to control the DFB laser wavelength.
Compared to the commercial apparatuses, this standalone
instrument has a much lower cost and is easy to operate.
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Experiments were carried out as well as results suggesting
good performance of the instrument. The rest of this paper
is organized as below. First in Section 2, detection theory
and related formulation are briefly summarized. In Section 3,
both design and integration details are proposed with per-
formance test for each module. Furthermore in Section 4,
the modulation performances of laser spectrum are derived
through experiments. Finally the conclusions are in Section 5.

2. Theory

The attenuation of spectral intensity, which is caused by
absorption of gasmolecules, is governed by the Beer-Lambert
law that is shown in (1) where 𝐼(𝜐) is the transmitted intensity,
𝐼
0
(𝜐) is the incident intensity, 𝐿 is the optical path length,

and 𝐶 is the gas concentration.The laser emitting intensity at
center wavelength, which is expressed as 𝐼

0
in (2), is constant

by fixed driving current and working temperature. WMS
technique and direct absorption spectroscopy (DAS) are two
variations of TDLAS [17]. In WMS systems, superior to DAS
for achieving a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the laser
is additionally driven by a sine wave signal in the kilohertz
range and a saw wave signal in a much lower frequency. The
two signals are expressed in (3) and (4). Thus, the emitting
intensity is derived in (2) as 𝐼(𝑡) where 𝑚 is the modulation
factor. In this instrument, the adjustable frequencies of the
sine wave and saw wave signals are set as 5 kHz and 10Hz,
respectively:

𝐼 (𝜐)

𝐼
0
(𝜐)
= exp [−𝛼 (𝜐, 𝑡) 𝐿𝐶] , (1)

𝐼 (𝑡) = 𝐼
0
[1 + 𝑚𝑢saw (𝑡) + 𝑚𝑢sin (𝑡)] , (2)

𝑢saw (𝑡) = 𝑎 +
𝑎

𝑇saw
(𝑡 − 𝑇saw) , (3)

𝑢sin (𝑡) = 𝑏 sin (𝜔sin𝑡) . (4)

3. Design Details

3.1. System Structure. System structure of the developed ins-
trument is shown in Figure 1. The main controller of the
instrument is a digital signal processor (DSP) with features
including high-performance 32-bit central processing unit
(CPU), enhanced control peripherals, and sufficient on-chip
memories. The optimized program is loaded on the on-chip
memories and there are no external memory chips utilized.
The main controller is able to govern the three sections of
the instrument which are temperature controller, current
modulator, and user interface such as the liquid crystal
display (LCD) screen and input/output ports. In order to
shrink instrument size and ensure good performance, mod-
ules including the main controller, the temperature, and
the current modulator are integrated on one 4-layer printed
circuit board (PCB). The installing socket of the DFB laser is
also located on the board to shorten the essential connect-
ing lines. Under the control of the main controller, the
temperature controller circuits are responsible for adjusting
and maintaining the laser working temperature. Meanwhile,
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Current modulator

Key

LCD

I/O

DFB laser
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Figure 1: System structure of the designed DFB driving instrument.

the current modulator is driving the laser in the range of
40–80mA. It supplies saw wave signal for gas absorption
applications and additionally sine wave signal for harmonic
extraction applications. Users can set the temperature value,
currentmode, and signal ON/OFF by the corresponding keys
embedded on the front penal of the instrument and the real
time conditions of the parameters are shown on the LCD.The
optical output of the instrument is through a FC/APC port
which is on the back penal.

3.2. Temperature Controller. Temperature control of DFB
laser is crucial for gas absorption experiments and other pre-
cisely spectroscopic applications. This is due to the fact
that the wavelength of the DFB laser is largely affected by
the working temperature. When the temperature varies, the
reflection rate of optical grating changes and the output wave-
length shifts. In experiments of gas detections, the laser temp-
erature should be set precisely to tune the wavelength around
the gas absorption line and be maintained stably to avoid
wavelength shifting. In this instrument, the laser temperature
can be adjusted with the step of 1∘C or 0.05∘C depending on
specific conditions.

The integrated DFB laser is provided by Institute of
Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of Sciences (ISCAS).The
center wavelength of the laser is around 1.65 𝜇m which is
suitable for methane detection. It is pigtailed with a 30 cm
optical fiber and is 14-pin butterfly packaged. A thermoelec-
tric cooler (TEC) is integrated inside the laser for temperature
controlling with a negative temperature coefficient (NTC)
thermistor. The TEC is controlled by driving current in two
directions for cooling and heating separately.This is based on
the Peltier effect.TheNTC thermistor is used for sensing laser
temperature. Its resistor value changes with the temperature
variation. The laser temperature is maintained by an analog
proportion-integral-differential (PID) control loop circuit.

Experiments were carried out to evaluate the temper-
ature control performances. First of all, the stability test
was performed to investigate the temperature fluctuation in
the room temperature environment. The laser temperature
was set at 25.65∘C and the voltage signal of temperature was
sampled every 30 seconds by ADC module. During a period
of 20 hours, the result of stability test is shown in Figure 2.
The fluctuation of the temperature is within the range of
±0.02∘C as shown in the figure.This suggests good stability of
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Figure 2: Stability test of the laser temperature controller.
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Figure 3: Response time measurement while changing the laser
temperature.

the temperature controlling performance.Then, the response
time test was performed to evaluate the PID control loop
circuit. The temperature was measured while increasing and
decreasing 1∘C and the result is shown in Figure 3. The laser
temperature is effectively adjusted to the target value in 10
seconds which is acceptable for gas absorption experiments.

3.3. Current Modulator. DFB laser is generally modulated
by a low frequency saw wave signal and a high frequency
sine wave signal together in gas detection systems based
on TDLAS-WMS technique. The laser is driven by constant
current in this instrument. There is a digital-to-analog con-
verter (DAC, AD5060) deployed for generating the 10Hz
saw wave signal. Simultaneously, a direct digital synthesizer
(DDS, AD9851) is applied to generate a 5 kHz sinewave signal
for harmonic extractions.The frequency of the signals can be
changed bymodifying the program.Then, the two signals are

combined together by an addition circuit to be superimposed
on the laser. In addition, the DDS chip also generates a square
wave signal which has the same frequency and phase as the
sine signal. It is the reference signal for 1𝑓 and 2𝑓 harmonic
extractions.

The optical output of the laser is equally divided into
two beams after the current modulation. One beam passes
through the gas cell for absorption and the other beam is
linked to an optical attenuator as reference signal. The two
optical signals are then converted to electrical signals by two
InGaAs photodiodes with the same optical-to-electrical
responsibility of 1.1 A/W.The voltage signals are measured by
an oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS3032C) as shown in Figure 4.
The reference signalmust be adjusted tomatch the absorption
signal by changing the feedback resistor value. The saw wave
signals are shown in Figure 4(a). Then, the sine wave signal
is superimposed on the laser and shown in Figure 4(b).
Photograph of the final integrated instrument is shown in
Figure 5. On the front panel, there is LCD screen with the res-
olution of 320 × 240 and functional keys including buttons of
temperature modulation, current modulation, and ON/OFF
signals. The optical output port is located on the back panel.

4. Experimental Results

Experiments were carried out to evaluate the spectroscopic
performance of the instrument. Firstly, spectrum was mea-
sured by adjusting the laser temperature while other con-
ditions were maintained. The injection current was set as
70mA. The result of the measurement is shown in Figure 6.
The temperature was adjusted with a step of 1∘C. As shown in
the figure, the center wavelength of the laser is linearly shifted
with the temperature variation. This result proves that the
wavelength is effectively tuned by adjusting the laser tempera-
ture. Therefore, the output wavelength of the laser can be
tuned to approach the gas absorption line by adjusting the
laser temperature.

Then, the driving current of the laser was changed and
the corresponding spectrum was measured. As shown in
Figure 7, current modulation causes wavelength shifting
while the temperature is maintained at 25∘C. The current is
increased from 40mA to 80mA with the step of 10mA.
Meanwhile, the optical intensity is also largely affected by tun-
ing the driving current. While the driving current increases,
the optical intensity rises proportionally. In gas sensing
experiments, the wavelength of the laser is tuned close to the
absorption line by adjusting laser temperature to a specific
value firstly. Then, the laser temperature is fixed at this point
during the experiment. The driving current is periodically
changed in order to tune the wavelength. In this way, the
wavelength periodically scans across the gas absorption line
for the absorption phenomenon. The current is modulated
2000 times per second which is performed by a DSP timer in
this instrument.

The stability test was performed in order to evaluate
the instrument performance. During a period of 1 hour, the
spectrum was measured six times per 10 minutes as shown in
Figure 8. The temperature was fixed at 30∘C and the driving
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Figure 4: The measured signals of the photodiodes: (a) laser is driven by the saw wave signal and (b) laser is driven by the saw wave signal
and sine wave signal.

Figure 5: Photograph of the integrated DFB driving instrument.
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Figure 6: Spectrum measurement with laser temperature variety
from 28∘C to 32∘C.
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Figure 7: Spectrum measurement with the laser driving current
increasing from 40mA to 80mA.

current was set at 80mA. As shown in the figure, the mea-
sured spectrum was stable and the center wavelength was
not shifting during the test. Therefore, the result proves good
stability of the spectroscopic performance of the instrument.

5. Conclusion

A standalone instrument was designed and developed for
gas sensing systems. A distributed feedback laser at 1.65 𝜇m,
which is for methane detection, is integrated in this instru-
ment. Laser wavelength can be tuned by self-developed laser
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temperature controller and current modulator. Experiment
results prove good stability of the laser temperature and injec-
tion current.Thefluctuation of the temperature is determined
within the range of ±0.02∘C and the spectrum was stable
during a one-hour measurement. The current modulator is
able to generate low frequency saw wave signal and high
frequency sinewave signal forWMS systems. Instead of using
commercial devices such as laser temperature controller
and signal generator, the self-integrated instrument proves
acceptable performance as a light source for gas detection
systems. Besides, it has a smaller size and much lower cost
than the commercial devices. By integrating lasers at other
wavelengths, the instrument can be applied as a light source
in sensing systems for the corresponding trace gases.
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